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Notes / Special Instructions:  Connect 104 adds the “Spine Mini Service” functionality that will allow 

senders to determine the destination endpoint based on the Patient DOB and NHS Number. These details 

will be checked against the Spine Mini Service and Connect will provide the sender with the recommended 

destination based on the Spine Service. 

 

 

         

  

This release contains the following items: 
 

    

         

  

 
 

JIRA ID ServiceNow  

Ref 

Type Title Description 

D10-1701 N/A New 
Feature 

Spine Mini Service: Feature toggle 
+ Demo 

The “feature toggle” work includes adding 

a new role; this will provide access to 

make organisations Spine enabled. 

D10-1702 N/A New 
Feature 

Spine Mini Service: Spine 
Configuration 

The “Spine configuration” work includes 

the functionality to determine which 

organisations are spine enabled to 

ensure the rollout of the Spine feature is 

managed in a controlled manner. 

D10-1703 N/A New 
Feature 

Spine Mini Service: Spine Service “Spine Service” is the implementation of 

the Spine Mini Service into Connect. This 

adds the spine lookup functionality when 

adding/uploading documents via the 

Connect delivery console. A check is ran 

against the patients NHS number and 

DOB and the Spine Mini Service will 

recommend the destination endpoint.  

D10-1704 N/A New 
Feature 

Spine Mini Service: Lookup 
Organisation on API Documents 

This adds the same Spine lookup 

functionality to the API; this allows 

documents uploaded via the Connect API 

to also check the destination endpoint is 

correct based on the PID. Documents will 

be rejected back to the sender if the 

Spine check is unsuccessful, this will 

either be due to the Spine holding a 

different ODS code for the patient that 

was specified or the patient is not found 

when checking against the Spine service. 

In these situations, the documents must 

be updated and resent, however a 

parameter to override the Spine check 

has been added. 

 

Screenshots/Test Evidence: N/A 


